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ABSTRACT: We tackle the problem of new users or documents in collabo-
rative filtering. Generalization over users by grouping them into user groups
is beneficial when a rating is to be predicted for a relatively new document
having only few observed ratings. The same applies for documents in the
case of new users. We have shown earlier that if there are both new users and
new documents, two-way generalization becomes necessary, and introduced
a probabilistic Two-Way Model for the task. The task of finding a two-way
grouping is a non-trivial combinatorial problem, which makes it computa-
tionally difficult. We suggest approximating the Two-Way Model with two
URP models; one that groups users and one that groups documents. Their
two predictions are combined using a product of experts model. This combi-
nation of two one-way models achieves even better prediction performance
than the original Two-Way Model. This article contains the full technical
details of the conference article [22].

KEYWORDS: latent topic model, collaborative filtering, cold-start problem,
product of experts
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper considers models for the task of predicting relevance values for
user–item pairs based on a set of observed ratings of users for the items. In
particular, we concentrate on the task of predicting relevance when very few
ratings are known for each user or item.1

In so-called collaborative filtering methods the predictions are based on
the opinions of similar-minded users. Collaborative filtering is needed when
the task is to make personalized predictions but there is not enough data
available for each user individually. The early collaborative filtering meth-
ods were memory-based (see, e.g., [12, 25]). Model-based approaches are
justified by the poor scaling of the memory-based techniques. Recent work
includes probabilistic and information-theoretic models, see for instance [9,
10, 27, 30].

A family of models most related to our work are the latent topic models,
which have been successfully used in document modeling but also in collab-
orative filtering [3, 5, 6, 11, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 28, 29].

The closest related models include probabilistic Latent Semantic Analy-
sis (pLSA; [9]), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA; [2, 4]), and User Rating
Profile model (URP; [14]), which all assume a one-way grouping. In ad-
dition, there is a two-way grouping model, called Flexible Mixture Model
(FMM; [26]). We have discussed the main differences between our Two-
Way Model and these related models in [24].

1.1 Cold-Start Problem

Since a collaborative filtering system has to rely on the past experiences of
the users, it will have problems when assessing new documents that have
not yet been seen by most of the users. Making the collaborative filtering
scheme item-based, that is, grouping items or documents instead of users,
would in turn imply the problem where new users that have only few ratings
will get poor predictions. This problem of unseen or almost unseen users and
documents is generally referred to as the cold-start problem in recommender
system literature, see for instance [13]. The Two-Way Model was proposed
to tackle this problem of either new users or new documents [24, 23].

1.2 Approximating Two-Way Model with Two One-Way Models

It has been shown for hard biclustering of binary data matrices, that clus-
tering the marginals independently to produce a check-board-like bicluster-
ing is guaranteed to achieve fairly good results compared to the NP-hard
optimal solution. An approximation ratio for the crossing of two one-way
clusterings has been proven [20, 1]. Inspired by this theoretical guarantee,
we suggest approximating the Two-Way Model with two User Rating Profile
models (URP, [14]); one that groups users and one that groups documents.
The combination of the two Gibbs-sampled probabilistic predictions is made
using a product of experts model [8].

1The models we discuss are generally applicable, but since our prototype application
area has been information retrieval we will refer to the items as documents.
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We have followed the experimental setups of our earlier study [24] in or-
der to be able to compare the results in a straightforward manner. We briefly
describe the experimental scenarios, the performance measures and the base-
line models in Sect. 3. In Sect. 6.1 we demonstrate with clearly clustered toy
data how the product of two URP models improves the relevance predictions
of the corresponding one-way models. Finally, in Sect. 6.2 we show in a real-
world case study from our earlier paper that the proposed method works as
expected also in practice.

We expected the proposed method to have the advantage of giving bet-
ter predictions than the individual one-way models with the computational
complexity of the one-way model. The one-way grouping models are faster
and more reliable in their convergence than the Two-Way Model, basically
because of the difference in the intrinsic complexity of the tasks they are
solving.

2 METHODS

Originally, User Rating Profile model was suggested to be estimated by vari-
ational approximation (variational URP, [14]), but we have introduced also
Gibbs-sampled variants of the model in [24, 23] (Gibbs URP and Gibbs URP-
GEN). The difference between a one-way model and the Two-Way Model is
whether to cluster only users (documents) or to cluster both users and docu-
ments. Another difference between URP and the Two-Way Model is whether
the users and documents are assumed to be generated by the model or treated
as covariates of the model. In our earlier study [24] it was found that unless
the data marginals are especially misleading about the full data, it is always
useful to design the model to be fully generative, in contrast to seeing users
and documents as given covariates of the model. Therefore, we have only
included the generative variants of Gibbs URP models is this study (Gibbs
URP-GEN).

Table 1: Notation
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
u user index
d document index
r binary relevance (relevant = 1, irrelevant = 0)

u∗ user group index (attitude in URP)
d∗ document cluster index

NU number of users
ND number of documents
N number of triplets (u, d, r)

KU number of user groups
KD number of document clusters

8 2 METHODS



2.1 One-Way Grouping Models

In Fig. 1 we show graphical representations of the generative Gibbs URP
model introduced in [24] (User Gibbs URP-GEN), and the corresponding
document-grouping variant (Doc Gibbs URP-GEN). They are the one-way
grouping models used as the basis of our suggested method. Our main no-
tations are summarized in Table 1 and a table listing distributions of all the
random variables can be found in the Appendix.

θU

αU u

Rα r

u*α u*

d

βU

θR
ND

KU

αD θD

N

(a) User Gibbs URP-GEN groups only
users and assumes that the relevance de-
pends solely on the user group and the doc-
ument.

u

r

d*θD

KD

d

NU

θRRα

α D

α d*

βD

θUα U

N

(b) Doc Gibbs URP-GEN groups only
documents and assumes that the relevance
depends solely on the document cluster
and the user.

Figure 1: Graphical model representations of the generative Gibbs URP
models with user grouping (User Gibbs URP-GEN) and with document
grouping (Doc Gibbs URP-GEN). The grey circles indicate observed values.
The boxes are “plates” representing replicates; the value in a corner of each
plate is the number of replicates. The rightmost plate represents the repeated
choice of N (user, document, rating) triplets. The plate labeled with KU (or
KD) represents the different user groups (or document clusters), and βU (or
βD) denotes the vector of multinomial parameters for each user group (or
document cluster). The plate labeled with ND (or NU ) represents the docu-
ments (or users). In the intersection of these plates there is a Bernoulli-model
for each of the KU ×ND (or KD×NU ) combinations of user group and doc-
ument (or document cluster and user). Since αD and θD (or αU and θU ) are
conditionally independent of all other parameters given document d (or user
u), they have no effect on the predictions of relevance P (r | u, d) in these
models. They only describe how documents d (or users u) are assumed to
be generated. A table listing distributions of all the random variables can be
found in the Appendix.

2.2 Two-Way Grouping Model

In Fig. 2 we show a graphical representation of the Two-Way Model that
our suggested method approximates. A table listing distributions of all the
random variables can be found in the Appendix. The Two-Way Model gen-
eralizes the generative user-grouping URP by grouping both users and doc-
uments. It has been shown to predict relevance more accurately than one-
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way models when the target consists of both new documents and new users.
The reason is that generalization over documents becomes beneficial for new
documents and at the same time generalization over users is needed for new
users. Finally, Table 2 summarizes the differences between the models.

θU

θD

αD βD d

αU βU u

Rα θR r

u*

d*

α u*

α
d*

K

KU

D

N

Figure 2: Graphical model representation of the Two-Way Model, which
groups both users and documents and assumes that the relevance depends
only on the user group and the document cluster instead of individual
users/documents. The rightmost plate represents the repeated choice of N
(user, document, rating) triplets. The plate labeled with KU represents the
different user groups, and βU denotes the vector of multinomial parameters
for each user group. The plate labeled with KD represents the different docu-
ment clusters, and βD denotes the vector of multinomial parameters for each
document cluster. In the intersection of these plates there is a Bernoulli-
model for each of the KU ×KD combinations of user group and document
cluster. A table listing distributions of all the random variables can be found
in the Appendix.

2.3 Approximation of Two-Way Model by Product of Experts

We propose a model where we estimate predictive Bernoulli distributions
separately with user-based URP and document-based URP and combine their
results with a product of experts model [8]. To be exact, we took the prod-
uct of the Bernoulli relevance probabilities given by the user-based URP
(PU(r = 1|u, d)) and the document-based URP (PD(r = 1|u, d)) and nor-
malized the product distributions, as follows:

PPoE(r = 1|u, d) =
PU(r = 1|u, d) PD(r = 1|u, d)∑

r=0,1 PU(r|u, d) PD(r|u, d)
. (1)
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Table 2: Summary of the models (u=user, d=document). The column “Gen-
erative” indicates which of the models generate users and/or documents. The
column “Gibbs” indicates which of the models are estimates by Gibbs sam-
pling, in contrast to variational approximation. Prefix “2-way” stands for com-
bination of two one-way models.
Model Abbreviation Generative Gibbs Groups u Groups d

Two-Way Model • • • •

2-way Gibbs URP-GEN • • • •
2-way Gibbs URP – • • •
2-way Variational URP – – • •

1-way User Gibbs URP-GEN • • • –
1-way User Gibbs URP – • • –
1-way User Varl URP – – • –

1-way Doc Gibbs URP-GEN • • – •
1-way Doc Gibbs URP – • – •
1-way Doc Var URP – – – •

2.4 Baseline Models

We compared our results to two simple baseline models. These models
mainly serve as an estimate of the lower bound of performance by making
an assumption that the data comes from one cluster only. The Document
Frequency Model does not take into account differences between users or
user groups at all. It simply models the probability of a document being
relevant as the frequency of r = 1 in the training data for the document:

P (r = 1 | d) =

∑
u #(u, d, r = 1)∑

u,r #(u, d, r)
. (2)

The User Frequency Model, on the other hand, does not take into account
differences between documents or document groups. It is the analogue of
Document Frequency Model, where the roles of users and documents have
been interchanged.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

3.1 Experimental Scenarios

In this section we describe the different types of experimental scenarios that
were studied with both data sets. The training and test sets were taken from
the earlier study [24]. The scenarios have various levels of difficulty for mod-
els that group only users, only documents, or that group both.

• Only “New” Documents. This scenario had been constructed to cor-
respond to prediction of relevances for new documents in information
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retrieval. It had been taken care that each of the randomly selected test
documents had only 3 ratings in the training data. The rest of the rat-
ings for these documents had been left to the test set. For the rest of the
documents, all the ratings were included in the training set. Hence,
the models were able to use “older” documents (for which users’ opin-
ions are already known) for training the user groups and document
clusters. This scenario favors models that cluster documents.

• Only “New” Users. The experimental setting for new users had been
constructed in exactly the same way as the setting for new documents
but with the roles of users and documents reversed. This scenario fa-
vors models that cluster users.

• Either User or Document is “New”. In an even more general sce-
nario either the users or the documents can be “new.” In this setting
the test set consisted of user-document pairs where either the user is
“new” and the document is “old” or vice versa. This scenario brings
out the need for two-way generalization.

• Both User and Document are “New”. In this setting all the users and
documents appearing in the test set were “new,” having only 3 ratings
in the training set. This case is similar to the previous setting but much
harder, even for the two-way grouping models.

3.2 Sampling

We sampled three MCMC chains in parallel with Gibbs sampling and mon-
itored the convergence as described in[24]. After the burn-in each chain was
run for another 400 or more iterations2, and finally the samples of all three
chains were averaged to estimate expectations of P (r | u, d).

The Dirichlet priors of multinomials that generate user groups or docu-
ment clusters, were sampled with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [7, 17]
with a flat prior in the interval [1, 10] and a Gaussian proposition distribution.

3.3 Combining One-Way Models with Variational URP

According to our earlier studies, the variational URP generally seems to pro-
duce extreme predictions, near either 0 or 1. Therefore, the variational URP
models (User Var URP and Doc Var URP) were combined as a hard biclus-
tering model, as follows. The MAP estimates for cluster belongings from the
distributions of the one-way variational URP models were used to divide all
the users and documents into bins to produce a hard check-board-like biclus-
tering. In each bicluster the P (r = 1|u, d) was set to the mean of the training
data points that lay in the bicluster.

3.4 Measures of Performance

For all the models, we used log-likelihood of the test data set as a measure of
performance, written in the form of perplexity,

2At most 20,000 iterations were run, depending on the convergence.
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perplexity = e−
L
N , where L =

N∑
i=1

log P (ri | ui, di,D) . (3)

Here D denotes the training set data, and N is the size of the test set. Gibbs
sampling gives an estimate for the table of relevance probabilities over all
(u, d) pairs, P (r | u, d,D), from which the likelihood of each test pair (ui, di)
can be estimated as P (ri | ui, di,D).3

We further computed the accuracy, that is, the fraction of the triplets in
the test data set for which the prediction was correct. For the naive model the
prediction accuracy was the only performance measure used since, unlike
the other models, it does not produce probability for the relevance. We took
the predicted relevance to be

arg max
r∈{0,1}

P (r | u, d,D) , (4)

where P (r | u, d,D) is the probability of relevance given by the model. In all
the experiments statistical significance was tested with the Wilcoxon signed
rank test.

4 DEMONSTRATION WITH ARTIFICIAL DATA

The artificial data sets were taken from the earlier study [24], and the exper-
imental setting is described in detail in the Appendix. All the models were
trained with the known true numbers of clusters (KU = KD = 3). For each
of the 10 data sets the models were trained with a training set and tested
with a separate test set, and the final result was the mean of the 10 test set
perplexities.

4.1 Description of the Data

The data was designed such that it contained bicluster structure with KU =
KD = 3. There were 10 artificial data sets of size 18,000, that all followed
the pattern of Fig. 3.

3Theoretically, perplexity can grow without a limit if the model predicts zero probability
for some element in the test data set, so in practice, we clipped the probabilities to the range
[e−10, 1].
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Figure 3: Focused biclusters data. The matrix consists of 200 users and 300
documents and the ratings are missing for 70% of the (user, document) pairs.
The corners of the matrix are clearly distinguishable biclusters and in the
middle the ratings are uniformly random noise. Most of the data is in the
corners: 2/3 of all the ratings are included in the corners while only 1/4 of
the possible (user, document) pairs lie there. The density of ratings is 6-fold
in the corners compared to the middle of the (user, document) matrix.

We constructed four different settings as described in Sect. 3.1, namely

1. Only New Documents Case,

2. Only New Users Case,

3. Either New User or New Document Case, and

4. Both New User and New Document Case.

5 EXPERIMENTS WITH PARLIAMENT DATA

We selected the cluster numbers using a validation set described in [24]. The
selected cluster numbers are shown in Table 3. The choices from which the
cluster numbers were selected were KU ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 50} for the
user groups and KD ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20} for the document clusters. The
selected cluster numbers are shown in Table 3. These values were used in all
experimental scenarios.

Table 3: The validated cluster numbers in the parliament case study.
Method KU KD

Two-Way Model 4 2
User Gibbs URP-GEN 2 –
Doc Gibbs URP-GEN – 2

14 5 EXPERIMENTS WITH PARLIAMENT DATA



6 RESULTS

6.1 Results with Artificial Data

The results of the experiment with artificial data are shown in Table 4. The
proposed product of two generative Gibbs URP models outperformed even
the Two-Way Model in all the scenarios, being the best in all but the “both
new” case, where the hard clustering of MAP estimates of variational URP
models was the best. The hard biclustering model worked very well for
the variational URP (See Table 4), in contrast to the product of experts -
combination, which did not perform well for variational URP. The prediction
accuracy of the best model varied between 83–84%, while the prediction ac-
curacy of the best baseline model varied between 50–52%. The full results
with all the accuracy values can be found in the Appendix.

Table 4: Perplexity of the various models in experiments with artificial data.
In each column, the best model (underlined) differs statistically significantly
from the second-best one (P-value ≤ 0.01). Small perplexity is better; 2.0
corresponds to binary random guessing and 1.0 to perfect prediction.

New New Either Both
Method Doc User New New
Two-Way Model 1.52 1.54 1.53 1.70

2-way Gibbs URP-GEN 1.46 1.47 1.45 1.70
2-way Var URP 1.55 1.57 1.54 1.52

User Gibbs URP-GEN 1.68 1.57 1.62 1.83
User Var URP 7.03 2.07 3.45 9.27

Doc Gibbs URP-GEN 1.56 1.69 1.62 1.81
Doc Var URP 1.86 5.99 3.08 6.90

User Freq. 2.02 5.65 3.25 4.99
Document Freq. 5.29 2.01 3.21 5.92

6.2 Results with Parliament Data

The product of two generative Gibbs URP models outperformed even the
Two-Way Model in all the scenarios, being the best in all cases (see Table 5).
The prediction accuracy of the best model varied between 93–97%, while
the prediction accuracy of the best baseline model varied between 64–71%.
The full results can be found in the Appendix.
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Table 5: Parliament Data. Comparison between the models by perplexity
over the test set. In each column, the best model (underlined) differs statisti-
cally significantly from the second-best one (P-value ≤ 0.01). Small perplex-
ity is better; 2.0 corresponds to binary random guessing and 1.0 to perfect
prediction.

New New Either Both
Method Doc User New New

Two-Way Model 1.37 1.40 1.38 1.62
2-way Gibbs URP-GEN 1.19 1.22 1.20 1.45

User Gibbs URP-GEN 1.47 1.34 1.41 1.64
Doc Gibbs URP-GEN 1.34 1.54 1.43 1.68

User Freq. 2.00 5.68 3.32 4.78
Document Freq. 5.36 1.76 3.12 5.85

7 DISCUSSION

We have tackled the problem of new users or documents in collaborative
filtering. We have shown in our previous work that if there are both new
users and new documents, two-way generalization becomes necessary, and
introduced a probabilistic Two-Way Model for the task in [24].

In this paper we suggest an approximation for the Two-Way Model with
two User Rating Profile models — one that groups users and one that groups
documents — which are combined as a product of experts (PoE). We show
with two data sets from the earlier study [24], that the PoE model achieves
the performance level of the more principled Two-Way Model and even out-
performs it.

The task of finding such a two-way grouping that best predicts the rele-
vance is a difficult combinatorial problem, which makes convergence of the
sampling hard to achieve. This work was motivated by the finding that hard
biclustering of binary data can be approximated using two one-way cluster-
ings with a proven approximation ratio.

The main advantage of the proposed method, compared to earlier works,
is the ability to make at least as good predictions as the Two-Way Model
but with the computational complexity of the one-way model. The one-way
grouping models are faster and more reliable in their convergence than the
Two-Way Model, basically because of the difference in the intrinsic com-
plexity of the tasks they are solving.
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A GENERATIVE PROCESS AND SAMPLING FORMULAS OF THE MODELS

In this appendix we give a detailed description of the generative models pre-
sented in this article, and the Gibbs sampling formulas for the posterior dis-
tributions for each variable relating to the user clusters. The formulas are
analogous for document clusters. In our notation n denotes an index for the
observed (user, document, rating) triplets (n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}), D denotes all
the observed data, and ψ denotes all the parameters of the model.

A.1 Generative User URP (User Gibbs URP-GEN)

The generative process of URP-GEN proceeds is given below (See Fig. 1(a)
and summary of notation in Tables 1 and 6).

Note, that since parameters αD and θD are conditionally independent of
all other parameters given document d, they have no effect on the predictions
of relevance P (r | u, d) in this model. So, θD is not sampled when model-
ing the conditional distribution P (r | u, d). However, for completeness we
describe the full generative process of the model.

1) For each user group u∗, a vector of multinomial parameters βU(u∗) is
drawn from Dirichlet(αU ). This is denoted by the plate with KU re-
petitions in the graphical model representation. Each parameter vec-
tor βU(u∗) contains the probability for the users to belong to a user
group u∗.

2A) For the whole user collection, a vector of multinomial parameters θU

is drawn from Dirichlet(αu∗). The parameter vector θU contains the
probabilities of different user groups u∗ to occur.

2B) Symmetrically, for the whole document collection, a vector of multi-
nomial parameters θD is drawn from Dirichlet(αD). The parameter
vector θD contains the probability for each document d to occur.

3) For each (u∗, d) pair, a vector of Bernoulli parameters θR(u∗, d) is
drawn from Dirichlet(αR). This is denoted by the plate with KU ×ND

repetitions in the graphical model representation. Each parameter vec-
tor θR(u∗, d) defines the probability of the user group u∗ to consider
document d relevant (or irrelevant).

The rest of the steps are repeated for each of the N rating triplets:

4A) A user group u∗ is drawn from Multinomial(θU ). As the user group
is fixed the corresponding multinomial parameter vector βU(u∗) can
be selected from the set of KU vectors in the node labeled by βU in
Fig. 1(a). Then, a user u is drawn from Multinomial(βU(u∗)).

4B) A document d is drawn from Multinomial(θD).

5) For the generated pair (u∗, d), a binary relevance r is drawn from
Bernoulli(θR(u∗, d)).
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Likelihood and Posterior of Generative User URP.
The likelihood function of the model is

P (D | ψ) =
∏
n

P (rn | un, dn,ψ) P (un | ψ) P (dn | ψ) (5)

=
∏
n

P (dn | θD)
∑
u∗

P (rn | u∗, dn,θR) P (un | u∗,βU) P (u∗ | θU) ,

where the distributions are
P (u∗) ∼ Multinomial(θU)
P (d) ∼ Multinomial(θD)
P (u | u∗) ∼ Multinomial(βU(u∗))
P (r | u∗, d) ∼ Bernoulli(θR(u∗, d)) .

(6)

The posterior probability is proportional to the product of the likelihood and
the priors,

P (ψ | D, priors) = P (βU ,θU ,θD,θR | D,αU ,αD,αu∗ ,αR) (7)
∝ P (βU | αU) P (θU | αu∗) P (θD | αD) P (θR | αR) P (D | ψ) ,

where the prior distributions are
P (θU) ∼ Dirichlet(αu∗)
P (θD) ∼ Dirichlet(αD)
P (βU(u∗)) ∼ Dirichlet(αU)
P (θR(u∗, d)) ∼ Dirichlet(αR) .

(8)

Table 6: Notation specific to Generative User URP Model (User Gibbs URP-
GEN).
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

βU(u∗) Vector of multinomial parameters defining the
probabilities of certain user group u∗ to contain each user

θU Multinomial probabilities of user groups u∗ to occur
θD Multinomial probabilities of documents d to occur

(needed only for the generative process)

θR(u∗, d) Vector of Bernoulli parameters defining the probabilities
of certain user group u∗ to consider document d
relevant or irrelevant

αU Dirichlet prior parameters for all βU

αu∗ Dirichlet prior parameters for θU

αD Dirichlet prior parameters for θD (needed only for
the generative process)

αR Dirichlet prior parameters for all θR
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Sampling Formulas of Generative User URP.
Sampling formula for user group u∗ is

P (u∗n | un, dn, rn,ψ) ∝ βU(u∗n)un θR(u∗n, dn)rn θU(u∗n)∑
u∗ βU(u∗)un θR(u∗, dn)rn θU(u∗)

. (9)

Sampling formula for each parameter vector βU in the users vs. user groups
matrix [βU ] is

P (βU(u∗) | {un}, {u∗n},ψ) ∝
Dir (nu∗u1 +αU(u∗)1 , . . . , nu∗uNU +αU(u∗)NU

) ,(10)

where nu∗uq = #{Samples with u∗n = u∗ ∧ un = q}.

Sampling formula for the parameter vector of user group probabilities θU is

P (θU | {u∗n},ψ) ∝ Dir(nu∗1 +αu∗(1) , . . . , nu∗KU +αu∗(KU)) , (11)

where nu∗k = #{Samples with u∗n = k}.

Sampling formula for each Bernoulli parameter vector θR(u∗, d) is

P (θR(u∗, d) | {dn}, {rn}, {u∗n},ψ) ∝
Dir (αR(0) + nu∗d0, αR(1) + nu∗d1) , (12)

where nu∗dr = #{Samples with u∗n = u∗ ∧ dn = d ∧ rn = r}.
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A.2 Two-Way Model

The generative process proceeds according to the following steps (see also
Fig. 2 and summary of notation in Tables 1 and 7):

1A) For the whole user collection, a vector of multinomial parameters θU

is drawn from Dirichlet(αu∗). The parameter vector θU contains the
probabilities of different user groups u∗ to occur.

2A) For each user group u∗, a vector of multinomial parameters βU(u∗) is
drawn from Dirichlet(αU ). This is denoted by the node βU in Fig. 2.
The parameter vector βU(u∗) contains the probability for each user to
belong to user group u∗.

1B) Symmetrically, for the whole document collection, a vector of multi-
nomial parameters θD is drawn from Dirichlet(αd∗). The parameter
vector θD contains the probabilities of different document clusters d∗

to occur.

2B) For each document cluster d∗, a vector of multinomial parameters
βD(d∗) is drawn from Dirichlet(αD). The parameter vector βD(d∗)
contains the probability for each document to belong to the document
cluster d∗.

3) For each cluster pair (u∗, d∗), a vector of Bernoulli parameters θR(u∗, d∗)
is drawn from Dirichlet(αR). This is denoted by θR residing within
both the plate of KU and repetitions and the plate of KD repetitions,
thus going through all the KU×KD cluster pairs. Each parameter vec-
tor θR(u∗, d∗) defines the probability of the user group u∗ to consider
the document cluster d∗ relevant (or irrelevant).

The rest of the steps are repeated for each of the N rating triplets:

4A) A user group u∗ is drawn from Multinomial(θU ). As the user group is
fixed the corresponding parameter vector βU(u∗) can be selected from
the set of KU vectors in the node labeled by βU in Fig. 2. Then, a user
u is drawn from Multinomial(βU(u∗)).

4B) A document cluster d∗ is drawn from Multinomial(θD). As the docu-
ment cluster is fixed the corresponding parameter vector βD(d∗) can
be selected from the set of KD vectors in the node labeled by βD in
Fig. 2. Then, a document d is drawn from Multinomial(βD(d∗)).

5) For the generated cluster pair (u∗, d∗), a binary relevance r is drawn
from Bernoulli(θR(u∗, d∗)).

Likelihood and Posterior of Two-Way Model.
The likelihood function of the model is

P (D | ψ) =
∏
n

P (rn | un, dn,ψ) P (un | ψ) P (dn | ψ) (13)

=
∏
n

∑
u∗

P (un | u∗,βU) P (u∗ | θU) · (14)∑
d∗

P (dn | d∗,βD) P (d∗ | θD) P (rn | u∗, d∗,θR) ,
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where the distributions are
P (u∗) ∼ Multinomial(θU)
P (d∗) ∼ Multinomial(θD)
P (u | u∗) ∼ Multinomial(βU(u∗))
P (d | d∗) ∼ Multinomial(βD(d∗))
P (r | u∗, d∗) ∼ Bernoulli(θR(u∗, d∗)) .

(15)

The posterior probability is proportional to the product of the likelihood and
the priors,

P (ψ | D, priors) = P (βU ,βD,θU ,θD,θR | D, priors) (16)
∝ P (βU | αU) P (θU | αu∗) P (βD | αD) P (θD | αd∗) P (θR | αR) P (D | ψ) ,

where the prior distributions are
P (θU) ∼ Dirichlet(αu∗)
P (θD) ∼ Dirichlet(αd∗)
P (βU(u∗)) ∼ Dirichlet(αU)
P (βD(d∗)) ∼ Dirichlet(αD)
P (θR(u∗, d∗)) ∼ Dirichlet(αR) .

(17)

Table 7: Notation specific to Two-Way model.
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

θU Multinomial probabilities of user groups u∗ to occur
βU(u∗) Vector of multinomial parameters defining the

probabilities of certain user group u∗ to contain each
user

θD Multinomial probabilities of document clusters d∗ to
occur

βD(d∗) Vector of multinomial parameters defining the
probabilities of certain document cluster d∗ to contain
each document

θR(u∗, d∗) Vector of Bernoulli parameters defining the
probabilities of certain user group u∗ to consider
document cluster d∗ relevant or irrelevant

αU Dirichlet prior parameters for all βU

αu∗ Dirichlet prior parameters for θU

αD Dirichlet prior parameters for all βD

αd∗ Dirichlet prior parameters for θD

αR Dirichlet prior parameters for all θR
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Sampling Formulas of Two-Way Model.
Sampling formula for user group u∗ is

P (u∗n | un, rn, d
∗
n,ψ) ∝ βU(u∗n)un θR(u∗n, d

∗
n)rn θU(u∗n)∑

u∗ βU(u∗)un θR(u∗, d∗n)rn θU(u∗)
. (18)

Sampling formula for each parameter vector βU in the users vs. user groups
matrix [βU ] is

P (βU(u∗) | {un}, {u∗n},ψ) ∝
Dir (nu∗u1 +αU(u∗)1 , . . . , nu∗uNU +αU(u∗)NU

) ,(19)

where nu∗uq = #{Samples with u∗n = u∗ ∧ un = q}.

Sampling formula for the user group probability parameters θU is

P (θU | {u∗n},ψ) ∝ Dir(nu∗1 +αu∗(1) , . . . , nu∗KU +αu∗(KU)) , (20)

where nu∗k = #{Samples with u∗n = k}.

Sampling formula for each Bernoulli parameter vector θR(u∗, d∗) is

P (θR(u∗, d∗) | {rn}, {u∗n}, {d∗n},ψ) ∝
Dir (αR(0) + nu∗d∗0, αR(1) + nu∗d∗1) , (21)

where nu∗d∗r = #{Samples with u∗n = u∗ ∧ d∗n = d∗ ∧ rn = r}.

Sampling formulas for the document-related variables d∗, βD(d∗), and θD

can be derived analogously (u ↔ d).
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B DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTS

B.1 Construction of Test Set in “New” Users and “New” Documents Cases.

We randomly selected Ndtest documents to be the “new” documents. Of the
ratings for these documents, we randomly selected 3 ratings per document to
be taken to the training set and the rest of the ratings were left to the test set.
The other Ndtrain documents only appeared in the training set. In the same
way we randomly selected Nutest users to be the “new” users. Of the ratings
of these users, randomly selected 3 ratings per user were taken to the training
set and the rest of the ratings were left to the test set. The other Nutrain users
only appeared in the training set.

• Only New Documents Case. Those ratings where user was new were
discarded from the test set.

• Only New Users Case. Those ratings where document was new were
discarded from the test set.

• Either New User or New Document Case. Those ratings where both
user and document were new were discarded from the test set.

• Both New User and New Document Case. Only those ratings where
both user and document were new were included in the test set.

The rest of the preliminary test set became the final test set.

Table 8: The numbers of documents and users in different data sets.
Data Ndtest Ndtrain Nutest Nutrain ND NU

Artificial 15 285 10 190 300 200
Parliament 65 1207 35 644 1272 679
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B.2 Details of Experimental Setup

For the validation of cluster numbers we used the training set to construct
a validation set and a preliminary training set in a similar manner as for the
artificial data above. “New” documents or users included in the test set were
not used in the validation. From the rest of the documents we again ran-
domly selected Ndvalid = 65 documents to be the “new” documents of the
validation set. In the same way we randomly selected Nuvalid = 35 users to
be the “new” users.

Our Two-Way Model, user-based User URP-GEN and document-based
Doc URP-GEN were trained with the training set of validation phase for a
range of cluster numbers. The trained models were tested with the valida-
tion set, and the lowest perplexity was used as the performance criterion for
choosing the cluster numbers. For the final results the models were trained
with all the training data with the validated cluster numbers and tested with
the test data set.

We sampled three MCMC chains in parallel and required the conver-
gence check described in [24]. After the burn-in each chain was run for
another n =400 or more iterations, and finally all the 3 × n samples were
averaged to estimate expectations of P (r | u, d).

We also implemented a very simple baseline model for the accuracy re-
sults. The Naive Model always predicts the same relevance value for r, ac-
cording to the more frequent value in the training set. The prediction of the
naive model was r = 0 for the scientific articles and r = 1 for the parliament
votings.
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C SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS

C.1 Effect of the Amount of Rating Information about New Users and Documents.

The number of known ratings for “new” users/documents was varied within
{3, 5, 10, 20}. As we here know the true model that was used to generate the
data, we can also compare the results to the theoretically derived optimal
perplexity (1.26) achieved with the true model, shown as a horizontal line in
the figures.
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(a) “New Documents” case.
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(b) “New Users” case.

Figure 4: Perplexity as a function of the amount of rating information about
“new” users/documents.
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(a) “Either New” case.
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(b) “Both New” case.

Figure 5: Perplexity as a function of the amount of rating information about
“new” users/documents.
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C.2 Prediction Accuracies

Table 9: Demonstration with artificial data. Accuracy, large values are better.
The best result of each column is underlined and the values that do not differ
from the best value statistically significantly (P -value ≤ 0.01) are marked
with boldface (u=user, d=document).
Method New d New u Either New Both New

Two-Way Model 83 83 84 84

2-way Gibbs URP-GEN 83 84 84 79
2-way Var URP 82 80 82 81
2-way User/Doc Freq. 50 50 50 52

User Gibbs URP-GEN 78 83 81 75
User Var URP 76 81 79 75

Doc Gibbs URP-GEN 83 78 80 79
Doc Var URP 81 77 79 78

User Freq. 45 50 47 52
Document Freq. 50 49 49 50
Naive Model 50 50 50 48

Table 10: Parliament Data. Comparison between the models by prediction
accuracy over the test set. The best result of each column is underlined and
the values that do not differ from the best value statistically significantly (P -
value ≤ 0.01) are marked with boldface. Large accuracy is better (u=user,
d=document).
Method New d New u Either New Both New

Two-Way Model 95 95 95 86

2-way Gibbs URP-GEN 97 94 96 93
2-way User/Doc Freq. 66 64 65 64

User Gibbs URP-GEN 89 96 92 83

Doc Gibbs URP-GEN 97 86 91 87

User Freq. 54 50 52 52
Document Freq. 66 71 68 64
Naive Model 54 52 53 55
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